Top Employers (3 or more hires) 2014-2015

Ace Precision Machining Corporation
Aurora Healthcare
Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center
Brady Corporation
Centare
Direct Supply
DRS Technologies
Epic
Froedtert and the Medical College of Wisconsin
Johnson Controls
Milwaukee Tool
Northwestern Mutual
Rockwell Automation
Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare

Graduate Schools

Illinois Institute of Technology – Electrical and Computer Engineering for Very Large Scale Integration
Marquette University – Computer & Electrical Engineering
Medical College of Wisconsin – Interdisciplinary Program in Biomedical Sciences
Medical College of Wisconsin – Ph.D. Neuroscience
MSOE - MS Engineering
MSOE - MS Engineering Management
MSOE - MBA
MSOE - Nursing
University of Minnesota Law School
University of Wisconsin-Madison - Mechanical Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Madison – Ph.D. in Biomedical Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee – Civil Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee – Mechanical Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point – Medical Technology